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Roll of Speakers Includes 
First Lady, Tufts Head, 
Eliot, and R eynolds 
Wellesley's delegates and hos-
tesse for the Intercollegiate Con-
ference will wekome over 50 
student delegate at a Forum Tea 
in Agora, March 27 at 4 :30 p. m. 
The Conference, sponsored by the 
Wellesley Colle.,e Forum and under 
the chairman hip of Barbara Lipp-
man, '42, will open officially at 
3 :30 p. m., March 27 to men and 
women repre<::enting over 25 eastern 
colleges. The Forum tea will be 
for the welcom'ing and registration 
of all delegates. 
A lecture by .Mr -. F. D. Roose-
velt Friday evening, March 27 at 
Alumnae Hall will mark the high-
light of the Conierence. After a 
welcoming addre s to the Confer-
en<;;e by Barbara Lippman, Miss 
McAfee will introduce Mrs. Roose-
velt whose sub:fect will be, "Our 
Changing Democracy". A ques-
tion period will follow her speech. 
The whole college community is 
invited to attend, one ticket per 
per. on now being available at the 
ticket booth. Tag are being dis-
tributed with each ticket. Forum 
reque ts that members of the col-
lege community wear these a this 
is We1le:0ley' Conference and her 
support i vital for its succes . 
Three panel <Ji cussions, open to 
the college, will take place at the 
Rec;· ation Building, S::aturday 
mo1·ning, March 28, beginning at 
9 :45 a. m. Informal and open to 
student participation, these panels 
will be led by experts. One discus-
sion, "The Effect of the War on 
Your Pocketbook", will be led by 
Professor Mable Newcomer and 
Maxine weezey, both of Vassar. 
(Continued mt Page 7, Col. 4) 
Yale Professor 
Will Lead C. A. 
Religoua Forum 
The climax of Christian Associa-
tion program for the year and the 
fir t big event in the banner week 
of March 22 will be the Forum on 
Religion on Ma1:ch 23, 24, and 25, 
at which Dr. Robert L. Calhoun, 
Professor of Historical Theology at 
Yale University, will be the speak-
er. The general topic for the For-
um, "Ba ic Christian Convictions,'' 
will be divided into three subject , 
0 ne of which will form the topic for 
each of the three lectures Mr. Cal-
houn will give in Pendleton Hall at 
8 p.m. "God" is the subject Mon-
day, March 23; "Man," Tuesday, 
March 24; and "Jesus Christ," 
Wedne ·day, March 25. The Christ-
ian Association Board inyites all 
members of the college to attend 
the' lecture series. 
Dr. Calhoun is an outstanding 
speaker as those who heard him 
when he vi ited · the college two 
year ago can testify. He deliv-
ered the Nathaniel W. Taylor Lec-
tures at Yale University in 1934, 
lectures which have been published 
under t he title God and the Com-
mon Life, a Religious Book Club 
selection for the month. He al o 
delivered the Merrick Lectures on 
"The Contemporary Challenge of 
Platonic Thought" at Ohio Wes-
leyan University in 1935. Dr. Cal-
houn will he one of the chief peak-
ers at the Student Christian Asso-
ciation Conference at 0-at-ka in 
East Sebago, Maine, thi prifig. 
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 3) 
~~~~·o- -~~-
Dr. Brooke Will Give 
Annual Furness Lecture 
Profes::;or C. F . Tucker Brooke, 
this year's Fu1·nes.s Shakespeare 
Lecturer, will di ~ '.!uss "Shakespeare 
and King ~ ... ames" Monday, Mar<!h 
30, at 8 p.m. in Pendleton Ha11. A 
member of the English Department 
of Yale University, Professor 
Brooke is an authority on Shakes-
peare and Marlowe. 
News Critics Reveal Tribulations 
Of Praising And Panning The Arts 
By Lena V. Kiekbusch 
"We write the critical page-of 
music, books, and the stage," sing 
the critics on the Wellesley College 
News, but behind the life of com-
phmentary tickets, glamorous first 
night openings, and meetings with 
world-fam ed artists and actors, 
there is another life-a life involv-
ing the funny and sad, a life of 
which the reader of News knows 
very little. 
"The life of a drama critic," 
sighed "J em" MacDonald, '43, "is 
ju t one mad taxi rush from the 
station to theatre and then back 
to the station." As most opening 
nights are on Monday and the dead-
line for her c1·iticism is Tuesday 
morning, Jem begins to write her 
story immediately :i.fter the per-
- formance, with a dash into the 
hamburger stand on the corner of 
Tremont and Stuart streets in 
Boston. Here she sets her type-
writer up on the counter and be-
tween words hastily swallows ham-
burgers (Jem's colleagues on News 
say she has an insatiable appetite.) 
On the train ride home, she bal-
ances the typewriter on her knees, 
typing 'her sto1·y with the aid of 
all the passengers, and finally fin-
ishes it in the early hours of morn-
ing back in Tower Court. 
One of the most humorous ex-
periences she has had at a play 
took place not long ago. Two 
gentlemen sitting in front of her 
decided to 'ask the opinion of the 
masses on the play', _and turned 
to her. They were critics from the 
Harvard Crimson. 'It's really a 
thrill," J em added, "when the door-
man at the theatre gets to know 
you. ' ' 
"Beth" Cha e, '43, ai:t critic, is 
still moaning about the day she 
spent looking for a certain art gal-
lery in Bos ton. For two or three 
hours she trudg·ed up and down 
the length of Pinckney Street only 
to find that t he location had been 
changed the Summer before. Her 
most embarassing experience was 
at the gala opening of an exhibit. 
AU society wa there, silver fox 
capes in plenty, and Beth walked in 
dressed in the Wellesley girl's 
typical garb-saddle shoes and old 
coat with the hem falling out. "I 
spent more time trying to duck 
around hiding the hem than look-
i·ng at the pictures," Beth says. 
Gladys Tomajan '42 is a music 
critic who, contrary to our ideas, 
does not collect records . The most 
ironic thing that has happened to 
her as critic i the placing of the 
one favorable line she wrote about 
a concert on the advertisements of 
the concert which are sent every-
where. 
"It was most emban·assing, too.'' 
Gladys added, "when I once wrole 
a too bombastic review of a con-
cert and reeeived several replies 
from students." She is sure that 
whatever she thinks of a concert, 
the general opinion goes in the op-
posite direction. 
"It's most difficult to criticize the 
work of people you know," Judith 
Rothschilds, '43, art critic states. 
"You never know just what to say 
in a tadful manner.'' Something 
that is still puzzling her is what a 
man in Ml art gallery meant when 
be said over the telephone to some-
( Continued on Page s, Co/,. !) 
Dance Groups Join Orchestra, 
Talents for 
Joan Guiterman 
Interpre s "Valse Triste" 
Wellesley Elects 
MadameChiang'l 7 
To Phi Beta Kappa 
The election of Madame Chiang 
Kai-shek (Mei-ling Soong '17) to 
honorary membership in the Eta 
of Massachusetts Chapter of Phi 
Beta Kappa was announced hy 
Helen S. French as Wellesley cel-
ebrated its sem1-annual Honors 
Day Chapel Tuesday morning, 
Much 17. Eighteen undergradu-
ates were a lso named to membe1·-
ship in the honorary scholastic 
society while seven members of 
the Senior class were elected to 
Sigma Xi, honorary scientific so-
ciety. Fellowships and scholar-
ships were also announced by Pres-
ident McAfee who led the chapel. 
Preceding the honorary awards, 
Miss Emma Carr, Chairman of the 
Department of Chemistry at Mount 
Holyoke College, spoke on the 
"Triumph of t he Fourth Decimal 
Place." She related the minute, 
but very sig·nificant discovery by 
(Contimted on Page 6, Col. 3) 
Swimming Club to End 
Water Dancing Pageant 
With Ballet and Diving 
The Wellesley Swimming Club's 
ballet will be the climax of the 
Water Dance pre ented by the 
swimming cla ses and the club at 
8:00 p.m. tonight in the Recrea-
tion building. The exhibition by 
the member culminates the winter 
activities of the club and will in-
clude double diving by Doris Mar-
tens '43 and Mary Johnson '42, a 
well as the synchronized swim-
ming routines of the ballet which 
the cltsb gave earlier this year at 
Harvard. 
Preceding the club's exhibition, 
some of the swimming classes will 
give a swimming version of the 
"square d'ance,'' "La Conga," "Fin 
Dance," and "Surrealism," while 
other classes will follow with a 
"Dance of the Flowers," a "Dance 
of the Stars," and acrobatic . The 
Club will do some of the forma-
tions which were photographed for 
the newspapers and newsreels la!'t 
year: the accordion, water wheels, 
star, and water hoops. A V form-
ation will serve as a war reminder 
and the demonstration will en·d 
with tandem and double ballet 
swimming. 
Forum Announces Result 
Of '45 Board Elections 
Forum announces that Beryl 
Jeffries '45 has been elected to 
serve as Freshman Representative 
on the Forum Board for the re-
mainder of the term. 
~Peter and Wolf' 
-Photo by 
• nn Loeb as the at 
In "Peter and the Wolf" 
Sophomores to Compete 
For Fisk Speech Prize 
In Approaching Contest 
The Department of Speech an-
nounces the annual competition for 
the Isabelle Eastman Fisk Prize, 
awarded to the sophomore who 
makes t he ·best extemporaneous 
·peech. This prize, a sum of money, 
was established by Mr. Otis H. 
Fisk in honor of hi daughter, 
I ·abelle Eastman Fisk, of the 
Clas of 1923. 
Any Sophomore, regardless of 
whether she has had a course in 
this departm ent or not, is invited 
to enter the contest. Each student 
who desires to take pai-t is ask-
ed to subm it a general subject of 
interest to herself, from which a 
sub-topic may be obtained for an 
extemporaneous speech of four 
minutes. The title of the general 
subject should be wri tten on a card 
and placed in the box outside Room 
444, Green Hall, before April 18. 
The preliminary speaking will 
begin at 4 p. m ., Wednesday, April 
15, and the final competition at 
4:40 p. m. Wednesday, April 29, 
in Room 444, Green Hall. 
Participants will be judged on 
organization of subject-matter, on 
whether t he speech shows evidence 
of i:>eing extemporaneous, and on 
the quality of oral delivery. 
Claire Richter to Head 
War R elief for 1942-43 
The War Relief Committee an-
nounces that the Chairman for the 
coming term will be Claire Rich-
ter '43, who is now Junior Chair-
man of the Education Projects of 
War Relief. In her new position 
she will supervise the Educational 
Projects Committee, the Work-
room Committee, and the Central 
Working Committee of War Re-
lief. This is a major office and 
involves working in close conjunc-
tion with the faculty committee on 
War Emergency. 
Sorokin To Lecture On 
"Cultural Integration''. 
Professor Pitirin Sorokin, Chair-· 
man of the Department of Sociol-
ogy at Harvard, will lecture on 
"Cultural Integration," March 31, 
at 8 p.m. in Pendleton Hall. 
Professor Sorokin, a Russian, 
has written numerous ·sociological 
works among more recent and 
more important of which is the four 
volume "Social and Cultural D y-
namics." His theol'ies as to the 
prospects of civilization have rous-
ed considerable controversy and 
some sensational comment in the 
press . 
A dinner for faculty members 
and Sociology majors will precede 
the lecture in Tower Court's little 
dining room. r :.:l 
Performances Will Include 
Selections from Bach, 
Sibelius, and Guion 
Busily perfecting the difficult 
rhythmical beats and putting the 
finishing touches on the more com-
plicated movements of the dance, 
the Wellesley College Orchestra 
and Dance Groups, assisted by 
Barnswallows Dramatic Society, 
are completing their plans for 
their joint presentation of Peter 
and the Wolf, which they will offer 
in Alumnae Hall, Friday evening, 
March 20, at 8 :30 p.m., and Sat-
urday afternoon, March 21, at 2 :45 
p.m. Mr. Malcolm :!:-Iolmes is con-
ducting the Orchestra, and Miss 
Charlotte G. MacEwan, Assistant 
Professor of Hygiene and Physical 
Education, is directing the dance 
groups. 
Choreographers of the danc 
are Deborah Barron '43, who is to 
play the part of Peter, Jane Har-
ris, Graduate Hygiene, Marjorie 
Kay, Graduate Hygie e, Priscilla 
Carter '42, Jean Hanis '43, Beryl 
Weisman 42, and Camilla Adams 
'45. 
Head\ng· the production commit-
tee are: Barbara Hulse '42, Kath-
erine Sprunt '42, Caroline Putnam 
'43, Virginia Whittemore '43, 
ancy McKelvie '42, Frances War-
ner '42, Nancy Cameron '42, and 
Marjorie Kemke '43. 
The program will include the 
Bach Suite . Nwmber 2 in B Minor, 
A1·kansas Traueler by Guion, The 
Age of Gold by Shostakovitch, and 
False Triste by Sibelius, to be in-
terpreted by Joan Guiterman '42. 
Peter and the Wolf by Prokovieff 
will be the concluding number. 
Tickets are on sale at the ticket 
booth in Green Hall from 8 :40 to 
11 :40 a .m. Mail order tickets may 
be obtained from Mr . Miriam T. 
Rae, Billings Hall. The tickets are 
$.83 and $.55. 
Students Present · 
A. A. Demonstration 
The Annual Indoor Demonstra-
tion given by members of the 
undergraduate class of the De-
partment of Hygiene and Phy ical 
Education will take place this 
afternoon, at 4: 00 p. m., in Mary 
Hemenway Hall. 
The program will begin with 
t he grand march and will include 
exhibitions of all the indoor activi-
ties offered for credit. The order 
of events is as follows: tap danc-
ing; apparatus; fencing; folk 
dancing which includes "Picking 
Up Sticks," an English country 
dance and "Quadrille", an Ameri-
can country dance; badminton, 
elementary and advanced double 
and advanced ingles; basketball 
technique and a short demonstra-
tion between all-stars picked from 
the dormitories; modified recrea-
tional activities; and modern 
dance, an elementary group dem- J 
onstrating techniques and cumula-
tive rhythm study and an interme-
diate and advanced group showing 
techniques and movement patterns. 
Caroline Knight, the President 
of the Athletic Association, will 
climax the afternoon program 
with announcements of awards. At 
this time the W's merited for 
winter sports will be presented, the 
Honorary Basketball Varsity will 
be declared, anrl honorable mention 
will be given to the three girls in 
each class who exhibited the high.· 
est skill in the sport. The new 
heads of Badminton, Basketball, 
Fencing, Indoor Activities, Modern 
Dance, Riding, Squash, Swimming, 
Lacrosse, , and Softball will be an· 
nounced. 
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Hush Campaign 
American are not a silent people. We like 
. to talk, to discuss what is going on in the 
world aro~d us, to repeat interesting informa-
tion that someone else has given us. At the 
present time · no information is more interest-
ing than that dealing with military matter and 
the activities of the navy. All too frequently we 
hear the phrase "He told me" followed by some 
tidbit of military or n~val foterest. Such con-
ver ations are fascinating but dangerous. 
Although it takes a good deal of restraint, 
most of us can keep information to ourselves 
when we are warned not t-0 repeat a specific 
item. We do not, however, seem capable of 
managing a self-imposed censorship on stray 
bits of information that we pick up by acci-
dent. If a fiance slips so for as to tell tis that 
he thinks he is being sent to, say, Australia with 
a convoy leaving within the next week, we feel 
free to broadcast our woes and, incidentally, 
his destination. It gives us a sense of power 
t-0 be . able to divulge what no one else knows, 
but in increasing our own power, we are under-
mining that of the nation. 
Rumours run like wild fire in time of war. 
Rumour was respon ible for the recent mid-
night stampede of Wellesley residents who 
thought that gasoline distribution was about to 
be stopped. This incident was inconsequential 
in the large pattern of our nation at war, but 
it is repre entative of the confusion and com-
plete d. rupt ion which can result from rumour. 
A whispered repetit ion of a hint of a naval 
batt le can be muTtiplied a thousandfold until 
we hear that the entire P acific fleet has been 
de troy ed. · Such rumours, as the New York 
Herald Tribune puts it spring from "Goebbels 
only knows where." 
W arfone is a dangerous period for religion. 
There are two chasms into which faith may 
easily fall. A period of chaos is traditionally 
a destroyer of ideals and the organizations 
~hi ch have been et up to embody them. Re-
ligious beliefs which have not wrestled with the 
problem of great moral evil too easily come 
crashing to the earth, revealed a only soothing 
opiates. On the other hand war and tragedy may 
plunge ome believers into a deep-seated mysti-
ci m which to escape an evil world. Such super-
naturalism, arising only from a desire to flee 
trial, will never help to create a better future. 
Next week Christi an A -ociation is bringing 
Dr. Robert L. C~lhoun to the campus for Re-
ligiou Forum. Here we will have a superb 
opportunity to rebuild our religious thinking in 
the light of world-smashing events. Tbe old and 
beautiful forms of religion require new thought 
for most of us, if they are to sati fy us during 
the next few years. We mu t learn to reco~ 
nize religion a - a social in !·rument as well u; 
a ource 0£ piritual refreshment. Religion 
without action will become a mere anodyne in 
a period which . o badly requires action of its 
idealist . C. A.'s Forum this year will deal with 
the heart of Christian doctrine-God, Man, and 
Jesus Christ. Dr. Calhoun's convictions hould 
trengthen our own maturing point.s of view. 
Welle ley has long been used to the idea 
of youthful interest in religion , a concept which 
is apparently more novel on other campuses. 
Whitehead ha said, "the wor hip of God is not 
a rule of af ety-it is an adventure of the spirit, 
a flight after the unattainable. The death of 
religion comes with the repression of the high 
hope of adventure." Perhaps here lies the es-
sence of youthful faith, the sort of spirit which 
motivates Religiou Forum. 
* * * * 
Potential ''Gunpowder'' 
lt is not always easy t-0 look at ourselves 
squarely and be proud of what we ee. It is 
far easier t-0 be unflinchingly honest in our 
criticism of others than of ourselves. Yet an 
accurate stock-taking of oneself is, of necessity, 
the first prerequisite t-0 understanding others. 
We evidently do consider ourselves superior 
to the rest of humanity; many of. us do lack that 
humility which is the only possible foundation 
upon which genuine self-knowledge can be 
founded. What else could explain the unadul-
terated snobbishness and apathy which sum up 
our · general attitude toward the rest of the 
world? What else could explain the snobbish-
ness and over-confidence which we exhibit even 
within our own college group? 
It might be well, for our own akes to ask 
what are our aims, to look at our own modes 
of liv1ng, at what we are; then consider what we 
should become. Some of us are exceptionally 
talented young women, who already have achiev-
ed a ingle-mindedness of purpose and a breadth 
of vision which might eventually result in ac-
complishment. Others among us are inclined to 
be satisfied with the conventional domestic 
satisfactions of a woman's life. 
A for the rest? We urge the bridge-players, 
movie-goers, and dull gossipers of undergradu-
ate days t-0 read Pearl Buck's Of Men and 
Women, where, like Old Scrooge on Christmas 
Eve, they may see themselves in the future. 
"There remains," writes Miss Buck, "the 
la t group, a very large one, for in this group 
are the ones I call gunpowder women. 
"These gunpowder women are a much a 
lo t source of power in the nat_ion as are the 
flood waters that rise a.nd rush over the land to 
~o useful purpose. Spoiled, petty, restless, idle; 
they are our nation's greatest unu ed resource-
good brains going to waste in bridge and movies 
and lectures and dull gossip, in tead . of con-
structively applied to the nat ion's need of them." 
Because we are now college students, (with 
plenty to keep us busy) , none of us are "gun-
powder women" yet. Even in normal times, 
none of us have to be. Now, in war time, all 
such who remain lazy and apathetic are enemies 
to t he status of womanhood in a country where 
women, if they will, can enjoy unsurpassable 
freedom. 
"Essential to Defense" Caps and Frown1 
J.1.P. '42 
Despite the !Vorld chaotic, 
Raised voices patriotic, 
The lack of gas and rubber on the 
scene, 
There exists some consolation 
For economic calculation, 
Upcn the ever verdant Wellesley 
green; 
For our "bikes", once laughed and 
scoffed at, 
That professors blandly coughed 
at, 
In supercilious murmurs, perhaps 
means, 
Can now be classed as "vital," 
Are more sought out than title--
Once again, the Wellesley lassie 
reigns-a queen. 
- F'ree Press 
All e.,._triovtiox. fer tA.u colunot 
•vat •• H6J&ea with tit.• full ~cs.•• 
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Scholar's Responsibility 
To the Wellesley College News: 
One of the baffling traits of 
human beings is their capacity for 
escapism. Facing hard, ugly facts 
is a difficult job and we like to 
avoid it as long as possible. 
Thomas Mann frequently expres-
ses his regret that he and his lit-
erary friends in Germany were, 
to a large e:!<tent, so absorbed in 
their creative work that they did 
not take any part in building up a 
milieu which would make creative 
work possible. Stephan Zweig 
said he had nothing to do with 
politics and because he and num-
bers of other German scholars in 
the literary and scientific field "had 
nothing to do with politics" they 
permitted, l>y their passivity, a 
wave carrying the scum of the past 
to engulf them. In Eva Lips' 
Savage Symphony, one · gets a 
tragic picture of escapist academ-
1c1ans. Guiseppe Borgese in his 
incomparably brilliant and pene-
trating Goliath Olf' the March of 
Fascism, has truly said ' 1Truth 
and Goodness are never won by 
silence." Yet silence, passivity, 
and isolationism are to<> often the 
characteristics of persons who 
wrap themselves in cellophane in 
laboratory and class1·oom and dis-
claim any responsibility for the 
shaping of civi1ization. A couple 
of years ago the British Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Sci-
ence, followed by the American 
Association for the Advancement 
of Science, openly declared the 
folly of attempting to hold them-
selves aloof from the responsibility 
of civilization. They declared 
themselves against totalitarianism 
and pledged themselves to the 
maintenance of a democratic world, 
the only possible kind of a world 
in which science can :flower. This 
was very encouraging- yet, sad to 
relate, too many of the University 
of Chicago scientists in seaN:h of 
truth by day and by night either 
voted against lend-lease and the 
repeal of the Neutrality Act or 
preserved discreet silence, thus in-
directly aiding the enemy. 
It is quite possible that a scien-
tist, driven from his country by 
the persecution of a group of Anti-
Semitic gangsters, may continue 
his work elsewhere. But what is 
to be said about the cr ushing of all 
but a few of the most sturdy 
spirits? Have not scholars some 
responsbility for preserving free-
dom for all, so that the enormous 
wastage of talent will not take 
place ? Is it not possible for 
academicians In the still surviving 
democracies to lear n some of the 
facts of life in ancient, modern, 
and current his to1·y? Scientists 
must not only be scientific, schol-
arly, and painstaking in their 
search for t r u t h, but they must 
constantly remember that no one 
can divorce himself from the duty 
he, as well as every other citizen, 
owes to civilization. 
Mairy Gilson, 
Lecturer in Economics 
Name the Babies! 
This week, as a News sleuth 
was mourning the troubles of the 
world in one of the Vil's best known 
eateries-the 'Hole in the Wall," 
a tall, blondeL and handsome young 
man wandered in, with a worried 
look on his brow. N ews, always 
solicitious in solving people's prob.: 
lems, asked him what was the 
matter. Was it the draft? No-
indeed. Frank G. Harris, manager 
of the Clement Drug Sto1·e, has a 
worse problem than that-and 
News is out to solve it for him. On 
March 7, Frank discovered that 
he was the father of two bouncing 
baby boys, born at the Newton 
Hospital-Now, , he is looking for 
names for them. NewB immediate-
ly decided that here was an event 
really worthy of publicity. So we 
are announcing here a baby-nam-
ing contest. To the reader who 
thinks up the best names ·for a pair 
of young gentlemen, goes an extra-
special ice-cream soda at Clement's 
Drug Store plus the congratula'.-
ti<>ns of the entire staff. 
Dan Daschino, owner of the 
'Hole in the Wall," who prob.ably 
is as distinguished an authority on 
Wellesley girls as any, adds that 
since "I am the god-father of these 
twins, you girls had better pick 
out wonderful names for them!" 
Submit entries to Mr. Harris at 
the Clement Drug Store in the 
Village. 
The Winnah! 
Wellesley is the "favorite wom-
en ts college" ~i Harvard's Class of 
'42, according to the Senior Album 
Poll, and we're in a niche all b7 
ourselves. The only other conten~ 
ers for our hon-ors were Yale and 
Harvard Summer School which 
secured a few vagrant votes here 
and there. 
Helpful Hint 
Ou-r sisters at Wheaton are toi~ 
in6r away in First Aid Classes_ 
too. Last week, they were especial-
ly inspired ~ keep up the good 
work, when a zealous instructor 
confided that artificial respiration 
had once revived a gold fish. 
Mailbox Mixup 
It happened again, this time at 
Mills College. A draftee, designing 
to correspond with a fair damsel, 
chose a box number at random. 
The usual catastrophe occurred-
it was the · Mills Mothers' Clttl> 
box. When are the boys going l1o 
see it doesn't pay, an(i think 11p 
something new? 
Obvious Conclusion 
The Los Angeles Collegiatt 
noticed ~a particularly fascinating 
sign of the times in a grocery: 
store window: "During Alerts we 
do business as usual. In case of a 
direct hit, we Close Imm~diately.~ 
Strength Through Exercises 
It took a national emergenCY, 
to do it, but Harvard has finallY, 
decided to "build up the physicaJ 
stamina of the undergraduates.~ 
Compulsory athletics four times a 
week will be the formula. Dwell Oil 
that if you think you're abused. 
Surprise 
Mount Holyoke: too, had a blaca. 
out. One miss, turning to the win-
dow, exclaimed,"Why it's all dark 
out", as she looked squarely into 
the blockout curtain. -
Maxim 
A gentle hint from N o-rtheastertt 
News has been dropped in OU 
midst: 
Any girl can be gay 
In a classy coupe, 
In a t~i they all can be jQlly,. 
But the girl worth while 
Is the girl who can smile 
When you're taking her home Ill 
the trolley. 
Hero-worship 
The epitome of Lincoln hero-
worship is reported by Professo~ 
H elen White of the Univer sity ot 
Wisconsin: 44 Abraham Lincoln,• 
wrote one of her Freshmen, "wal. 
born in a log cabin which he builti 
with his own hands.', 
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Charles Morgan Points 
To Intensification Of 
Fiction Writer's Art 
ERRY ha~ a new definition tryouts, "Oh, yes," one of them 
h . k f t' . t- said cheerfully, "I'm trying out to 
"The art of story-telling is not 
overshadowed but intensified by 
the events of the world today." 
Charles Morgan, noted English 
author and critic, declared at the 
fifth annual Sophie Hart Lecture 
Thursday evening, March 10. 
Speaking on "The Place of Art in 
a Modern World, or a Defense of 
Story-Telling", Mr. Morgan de-
fended story-telling as one of the 
supreme activities of the human 
mind, through which truth may 
be revealed. 
t is wee o an op im1s h ,, 
h b Ii th t be one of t e trees. "the person w o e eves a 
weekly rollca.lls are being discon-
tinued because of the paper sho1·t-
age." 
And then there was a mid-west-
eroer from Wellesley, who told 
P erry what a wonderful time she'd 
had in New York for the first visit 
-riding around Central Park in a 
transom. 
/I# EEEEk, a mouse," is defin-
~ itely passe in the N ews 
office. When a small, grey mouse 
was found in a waste basket one 
afternoon, the only remark was 
from the manag·ing editor- who 
&aid, "How interesting." 
Maybe the "Lady in the Dark" 
theme of Senior Prom was too sig-
nificant, for Perry met one man 
there who didn't recognize one of 
the Prom maids as his recent Tea-
Dance date. 
~ ECOILING back into his desk, 
~Perry hid his head when he 
heard a first year Sociology stu-
dent dogmatically state that one 
man married to one woman is a 
state known as monotony. 
~ UNNING to class a few days 
~ ago, Perry overheard two 
Freshmen discussing Tree Day 
):liu ister Charges Anti· 
Negro Discrimination 
In Army and In dustr ies 
Dr. James P. Robinson, minister 
at the Church of the Master, in 
Harlem, New York, discussed 
negro problems brought on by the 
Modern poetry, much as Perry 
admires its m ore aesthetic quali-
ties, is funny at times. It was 
a Senior who discovered , a sonnet 
she "adored," and rushed in to 
read it to a friend. The friend lis-
tened bravely, consoling herself 
with the thought that she never 
understood poetry anyway, when 
the Senior stopped, looked out of 
the window desperately, and said, 
"Oh, I've been reading the table 
of contents!'' 
n ou must never forget the 
~ army is what the Freshman 
class evidently thinks, for in a dis-
cussion of what to do with the 
p1·oceeds from the as-yet ungiven 
dance, and in view of the fact that 
the decorations are to be "nurser y 
rhyme" motif, one brightie said, 
"Let's donate it to the infantry." 
-----<>--
-And then ther e was the story 
Perry heard about a student who 
didn't get her usual amount of 
mail from "him." To remedy mat-
ters, she sent him a letter saying, 
"Dead, or indifferent?"-to which 
came the reply, "Dead!' 
Perry the Pressman 
Summer Work Will Form 
Subject_ of Discussi~n 
Summer work will be the topic 
of the meeting being sponsored by 
Forum Personnel Section and C. A. 
in the living room of Munger to-
night at 7:30 o'clock. 
The objections to this particular 
art, the lecturer stated, are main-
ly threefold. Plain men feel that 
story-telling is a luxury and for 
pleasure only. Men of science ob-
ject to it, because they believe that 
it does not advance the truth. 
Finally, politicians or reformists 
regard the art only as a means to 
attain their own ends. 
This problem, Mr. Morgan be-
lieves, must be attacked at its 
root, as story-telling affects our 
whole idea of reality, which, in 
turn, affects our whole system of 
values. Considering that the mo-
ments of heightened perception in 
which one perceives the universals 
behind particular experiences are 
m ade possible by the imaginative 
faculty, Mr. Morgan emphasized 
that one of the functions of story-
telling was to unfreeze that im-
agination and let it flow again. 
The value of great art is in this 
imaginative flux rather than in 
persuasion and instruction. 
:war, at a C. A. tea, Thursday, Speakers will be Mary Morrisett 
March 12. The white man's atti- Mullin of the Friends Service 
~de toward the negro in the army Committee, who will discuss Peace 
and in industry is now hindering Caravans, Summer Work Camps, 
In conclusion, the speaker con-
sidered the effect which the pres-
ent war was having on literature. 
He said that in his opinion the 
silence on the part of modern au-
thors is the forerunner of a new 
renaissance. Humanism is coming 
into its own again, and political 
art for the purpose of reform and 
propaganda i'S dying out. Finally, 
in order to provide the way for 
this new movement, Mr. Morgan 
believes that all English speaking 
na tions must strive to establish 
and cher ish between themselves a 
more perfect understanding. 
~r defense effort, he charged, and Sel'Vice Seminars, and Work in 
k will bring f orth even greater 
Social Agencies; Donald B. Watt, problems after the war. 
Negroes have been proven by 
Jlistory to be good fighters. Today 
Jrhen the need for manpower is 
urgent, they are accepted neither 
tn the Army Air Corps nor in the 
Marines. Those in the army are 
given no chance f or advancement, 
despite their abilities, and are rele-
gated to the positior. of stevedores. 
Discrimination against the col-
ored man in defense industries has 
already resulted in a great loss of 
skilled labor. This racial preju-
dice, Dr. Robinson pointed out, is 
diffi<;ult ·for other countries, such 
as those in South America, to re-
concile with the democracy we 
profess. 
The minister expressed the be-
lief that the present war could help 
bring the white man to a better 
understanding of the negro and so 
create better relations among 
them. Referring to Japan, he 
stressed the large part that race 
prejudice is already playing in this 
war and declared that it is a state 
of ~ind which "!'eaves us open to 
the aggressor." 
Baggage and Freight 
Transfer 
Save Express Charges 
150 lbs. Bag ga ge F r ee 
on your r ailroad t icket. 
We will call for your 
baggage and deliver it 
to your home address. 
See Railway Station Agent 
When Buying Your Ticket 
Wellesley Colonial 
Garage 
Tel. W el. 2000 
Complete Auto Service 
Central St. at Wei lesley Sq. 
who will t alk on t he experiment in 
International Living; and Bruce 
will be the Lisle F ellowship. 
Railroad Men Here 
Room 140 
March 26 
9 :15- 12:00 a .m. 
1 :00 - 4 :30 p.m. 




ALTERING and REMODELING 
Kindly note that we make a specialty of altering and 
remodeJing of all kinds of ladies' garments. 
Workmanship, fit, and satisfaction guaranteed 
Prices very reasonable 
B.L. KARTI 
TAILOR and CLEANSER 
Wellesley Square next to Liggett's Drug Store 
. Tel. Wei. 0217-M 




I t always happens • •• 
a certain few shoes will steal the 
show.. You can't put your finger 
on it but they have somehing that 
lifts them above the others. Mind 
you, we're proud of every shoe in 
our huge new collection. J ust one 
of our sure fir e successes ! 
RE D, BLU E, TAN, BLACK 
3.98 - 7.98 
<' 
Blackout Descends On 
Prepared, Alert Campus 
As if turned by one master 
switch, the lights of · Wellesley 
went out at 10 p.m., March 12, for 
20 minutes. The college took a 
"highly successful" part in the fir$t 
concerted blackout for the village 
of Wellesley. 
All was black from the outside 
within a minute or two after the 
whistle, but all was not quiet. The 
highly organized ARP set-up was 
in working order. Each of the 53 
messengers checked in at the zone 
office in Green Hall and returned 
to her post. Mr. Lawrence Smith, 
Zone Warden for the colleg~, Mr. 
Wilford Hooper, Deputy Warden, 
and President McAfee made an in-
spection tour of the campus. In 
each building in appointed corri-
dors, the college played bridge, 
sang, caught up on correspondence, 
and "didn't mind a bit/' 
This blackout taught one thing 
for the future. There was gener -
ally too much use of flashlights. 
Mr. Smith suggested that anyone 
having to be outdoors in a black-
out use a walking stick, which 
would eliminate some of the neces-
sity for lights. If flashes are to 
be used, they should always be of 
low intensity, and kept pointed to-
ward the ground. Flashlights can 
be dimmed bv several thicknesses 
of cloth, or ·by a paper with an 
eighth inch hole inserted under the 
glass. 
There are no specific plans for 
a blackout before the general 
eastern Massachusetts one sched-
uled for March 31. The Air Raid 
War•lens will probably practice, as 
"incidents'' are being planned, so 
that they will be able to test their 
efficiency in emergency situations. 
Students should not be alarmed 
if the fire department or an ambu-
lance should come roaring up on 
campus during the next couple 
of weeks, as it will probably be 
part of the ARP war games. The 
scheduled blackout on March 31 
will come at an unannounced time, 
without an alert. 
ARE YOU PREPARED TO 
ANSWER PREJUDICE! 
See the Interfaith Exhibit in 
the Lib,rary Lobby-Week start-
ing March 20-Dissension is an 
Axis Ally 
Are you painfully writing your 
work beca.use your typewriter 
is temperamental? 
A quick trip to t he "vil" will 
acquaint you with the 
Welles~y Busfness Service, 
Inc. 
Wei. 104-5 59 Central St. 
FM a Snack oc a Dinner 
Y oar Date or a Party 
You'll Like It 
open until 1 A. M. daily 
COLLEGE RESTAURANT 





I N ~ESLEY 




a man's shirt in 
women's sixes 
Colors-
whi te, natural 





by our buyer on 
her recent t rip to 




A eosuoJly . tailored classic in 
fleecy virgin wool that's -as 
light as o handful of fea thers 
but worm as toast. Beouti-
fufly finished with real leather 
buttons, hand picked coHa r, 
lapels aod pockets. Sizes 12 
to 20 ii!! noturoJ or nude. 
$29.95 
To Shop by 'phone, con Wellesley 3800 
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A .. A. Notes 
Noanett Mermaids 
Take First Place In 
Swimming Meet 
The final Interdormifory Swim-
ming Meet was held in the Recrea-
tion building. No~ett won fir st 
place in the li s t of House High 
Point Winners wi th a tota' of 20 
points. Severance was next with 
13 points an'd Dower and Cazenove 
tied to · third place with 11 points 
each. 
Barbara Cobur n '43, Shafer, and 
Beulah Withrow '45, Noanett, wue 
the outstanding individual High 
Point winners, ea ch gaining 10 
points. Carol Pu r ington '44, Sev-
erance, came in third with 71h 
points, while Renee Wormser '44, 
Cazenove, and Margaret John ton 
'45, Washington Annex, vied next 
with 5 points each. The winners of 
individual races were: The 50 
yard crawl, Ma1·garet Johnston; 
the 50 yard breast , Renee W ormser; 
low board diving, Carol Puring-
ton ; 50 yard back, Beulah With-
row; high boar d diving, Barbara 
Coburn; 100 yard free s tyle relay, 
Dower House. 
The diving was enthusiastically 
applauded and Barbara Coburn 
exhibited gr eat variety and skill 
in execution in her pikes, flips , 
and somersaults. 
The pecial feature for the eve-
ning · was an exhibition by Maria 
L enk, of her record-breaking Fly-
ing Breast stroke. Miss L enk, who 
comes from Brazil , has developed 
a n individual stroke which, al -
t hough it holds t he world 's record 
for speed , a ppear effortless Jtnd 
untiring. 
Do You Want to Sell a 
RAL EI GH BICYCLE? 
Will Buy No~-, or on a Deposit 
for June Delivery 
Mrs. Parker Hayden 
ASP. 1691 
Hudson Shore To Pick 
Summer School Help< 
College girl s a1·e making ph. 
now for the summer of HJ .; : 
Some will be interested to he; 
a bout the possibility of doing wo1 . 
at the Hudson Shore School as a , 
Undergraduate Assis tant as Mir. 
iam La h1ey '42 did last summe1-. 
The .school, founded in 1921, iE; t 
coope1·ative unde1·taking of colleg 
women a nd women in indu s ti-y. 
The college women are assis ted in 
th ~ adminis tr ation by s ix under-
graduates, chosen · usually from 
Eastern women's colleges, for their 
academic qualification and inter-
ests, for their interest in the labor 
movement, and for their mature 
a ttitudes. The end of the Junior 
year is thought an excellent time 
for an undergTaduate to have the 
Summer School experience, al-
though a Sopho.more would be con-
sidered. Each undergraduate is as-
signed to a unit and attends 
classes r egularly with the wo1·ker-
students of that unit. She may 
also participate in special project s 
and activities to the extent of the 
time allowed by her other ta s ks 
-which consi st of assis ting in the 
office, workshop or libral'y; work-
ing with instructors and student 
committees in charge -0f athletics, 
dramatics , and music; and living 
with the students and helping with 
the household cho1·es. Teaching 
responsibilities are not assigned to 
undergraduates whose p1·ograms 
a-re car efully planned in terms of 
individual abilities, interests, and 
need. Undergraduates receive 
complete scholarships covering liv-
ing expenses. Application blanks 
may be obtained at the Placement 
Office. 
Newman Club 
Members of the Newman Club 
will meet in the Recreation Build-
ing for tea March 26 at 4:00 p .m . 
The election of officers for next year 
will take place at the meeting 
which is scheduled to follow. 
Deutscher Verein 
Deutscher Verein will hold an 
op~n meeting at T. Z. E. on t he 
evening of March 30. Membel'S of 
'the group will model charac t ers in 
the paintings of cer tain periods. 
DON'T BE AN OSTRICH ! r1 
No need to bury your bead 
in a trivia l temporary job. A 
worth-while career is yours 
through Gibbs secretaria l 
training. Current enrollment . 
includes 648 rollege women. . . 
Send for booklet, "G1BB 5 ! ;-j: · 
GIRL S AT WORK." 
KATHARINE GIBBS SCHOOL 
90 MAllL•OllO UGH STllEtrT 
BOSTON 
230 PAllK A YEHUI 
Ni:w YOllK 
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, I. T. Boys Urge 
C. A. Mobilization 
Miss Car ens D escrib es 
Ar t of Script Writing 
Naturalist Gives Talk 
With Color Photographs 
Sidney Atlas, Louis Geyer and 
:-i.nley Raboff, representatives of 
As a equel t(j the talk on Script Mr. Maurice Sullivan, Rangtlr 
Aca dia Na tional writing', held March 12, the Wel- Nabll'alist of 
,e Boys' Work Division of the lesley Radio staff sponsored a lec-
LLT. Christian Association, we1·e 
he speakei·s at the· all-college ture by Miss Barba1·a Car ens, Wed-
1eeting held Tuesday afte1·noon in nesday, March 18, in Shake peare 
.?endleton Hall. Discussion center- society house. 
' d around the need for college 
tudents as replacements for social Miss Carens, who sp-0ke on the 
workers now eng·aged in war "Hows and Whys of Script W1·it-
duties, and initiated C.A.'s mobili- ing,'' is one of WNAC's leading 
;1,ation of a Community Action writers. She spoke about her va ri-
Corps. ous experiences in the field, and 
Mr. Atlas described the under- told · many anecdotes about the 
lying purposes of the organization actors and technicians at the s ta-
and g ave a detailed i·eport of Boys' tion. 
Work activities at M.I.T. 
D eba te r s T a k e Part I n 
T ournam en t at William s 
The Wellesley Debate Team took 
part in q college debate tourney 
with Williams an<" Dartmouth, 
which was held at Williams Col-
lege Saturday, Ma1·ch 14. An af-
firmative and a negative team dis-
cussed the subject: "Resolved: that 
a confederation of democ1·acies 
should be fbrmed based on the 
Roosevelt-Churchill eight points." 
Members of the affirmative team 
were Louise Powelson '44 and An-
ita Schrier '42, while Lotte Adler 
'44 and Mal'guerite Tatum '45 were 
on the negative team. The nega-
tive team \'\On both rounds of de"-
bate and Marguerite Tatum re-
ceived a book for being the best 
debater on the winning team. 
Miss Carens gave mans signifi-
cant hints for all future and in-
experienced script writers. She 
tressed that for th e avel'age radio 
audience, simplicity of vocabulary 
is almo~t imperative, particulady 
ill dialogue. 
Your Headquarter s - -
FOR SPORTS APPAREL 





89 Central Street 
Wellesley 
DO YOU DIG IT? 
Park in Maine. spoke on " Scenes 
and Seasons in A cadia National 
Park" in Sage at 7:30 p.m ., Mon-
day, March 16. Mr . Sullivan dis-
cussed what Mount Desert Island 
has to offer to Botanis ts, Geolo-
gists , and Zoologists. 
II nt1I ll•t•I ~•l11e 
IN MIDTOWN MEW YORK 
Surrounded by beautiful private 
parks and garden h ut only 2 
blocks east of Grand Central 
Station. 600 charming, restful 
rooms, each with shower bath 
or combination tub and h(twer. 
Sl#llLEwHJ. MTll from 2 
Double with biH. f,ro1t1 $3 $ 
AJ.., weekly ..,d 111.01>thly r.tea 
Ai1-co11ditio11ed Reo1a11ra!lt aDd Bar 
Luncheon from SOc o D inner Ji-om 70., 
c,.r P. Sttky, M~e1· 
*EN G LJSH TRA NSLATI O N 
This glamour doll is telling her pals to 
close their books because the boys are 
slicing a birthday cake (with candles on 
it) and Pepsi-Cola's being served with · 
it. What could be better! 
WHAT DO YOU SAY? 
Send us some of your hot 
slang. If we use it you'll 
be ten bucks richer. If we 
don't, we'll sh<>ot you a 
rejection slip to add to 
your collection. Mail your 
slang to College Dept., 
Pepsi-Cola Company, Long 
Island City, N. Y. 
Pepsi-Cola is .made only by Pepsi-Cola Co., Lo,{g Island City> N. Y. Bottled locally lzy Authorized Bottlers. 
( ~ 
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Campu~ <Critic 
Trend Offers Freedom 
· Frorn Conventionalism 
Mrs. Robinson Analyzes the Dance 
As Art Similar to Music, Painting 
by Emily Walter S.y Adele de la Barre Robinirnn, Assistant Professor of Art 
Review of Trend Magazine put Presumptuous a it may seem gins in one mode, ends in another, 
out _at t he University of Chicago- for one trained only in the static both being delicately satirized. At 
25 cents a copy-one dollar for arts to analyze the dance, some one point in the dance, movements 
fiV1>.. excuse for such behaviour may be which are in themselves highly ifl-
It is difficult to place this new offered on the grounds that the elegant are performed by dance1·s 
maazine (first issue January, dance is more closely allied with whose aloof exp L'ds~1.·ons and minc-
1942) into -any set category. Pub- painting and sculpture than most ing gestures indicate -that they con-
lished at the University of Chicago people realize. Certainly the type sider themselves exti·emely ele-
with an editorial board consisting of analysis useful in the study of gant. Exactly the same ludicrous 
of Chicago people nev~rtheless Giotto and Michelangelo seems also effect is achieved in much the same 
Trend is an orgllhization quite in- valid as an approach to dance com- way by Mary Petty i'n her design 
dependent of the University and as position. for t»e cover of the cunent New 
such .1·epresents something very So I felt, at .any event, after Yorker. 
diff~rent from the usual 'campus watching a rehearsal for the dance Unlike the preceding dances, 
publication." Again, though it reci.tal to be given on Friday, Valse Triste is composed entirely 
represents the work of students fo1· March ZOth. I spent an interest- in one mode of movement, con-
the most part, the magazine does ing two hours during which I con- tinuous, sustained, lyrical, although 
not wish to limit itself to students. tinuously asked questions and con- within this mode there is consid-
Concerning those whose contribu- tinuously tried to find answers. I erable variety. The two dancel'S 
tions are published John W. watched, for example, as Joan establish in one sequence three-
Bal'nes, the editor says, "We don't Guiterrnan beg·an her Wolf Dance dimensional relationships not un-
particularly care what age they are for Peter and the Wolf. She seem- like those in Leonardo's Ado1·ation 
or where they happen to be. " He ed to grow larger and stronger of the Magi. Of ·Course, the spa-
states the aim of T1·end simply as before my- eyes. How was this tial patterns of the dance differ 
that of publishing "Write1·s who accomplished? Apparently through from those of pai·nting or sculpture 
a1·e trying to do new and vigorous the use of two types of movement, in that they can be perceived by 
things in prose and verse." both familiar in painting and sculp- the observer only with the aid of 
The word vigorous is perhaps the ture, the one broad and space-en- memory. 
best one to describe · the essential closing which seem to increase the Easier to follow, though hardly 
tone of this magazine. Unhamper- actual bulk of the dancer, the other less transitory, are the composi-
ed by tightly set standards and involvi.ng alignments and exten- tions created by the body of a 
free from the timidity which comes sions .which seem to carry the eye single dancer. Miss Guiterman 
from cate1·ing to the prestige of into space lieyond the actual limits illustrates in Valse Triste a prin-
authority, Trend has, it seems to of arms and legs. ciple o:t fl~ure composition recom-
me, the greater advantage of flex- It <><!Curred to me how much mended by Michelangelo, namely, 
ibility. The contents represent a easier it is for the artist than for that the body should turn upon its 
wide variety of writing, both in the dancer to extend or increase own axis. This "contraposto" was 
subject matter and style, articles, the size of a figui·e for dramatic established in the art of the early 
fiction, criticism, poetry and verse emphasis or linear composition. 16th century by Leonardo, Raphael, 
--0r whatever else there is. The By a stroke of the brush he can dis- and Michelangelo. I do ·not know 
contributors are students from tort the length of an arm to em- when or where it first came to form 
cl.ifferent. colleges· and Universi-, phasize a significant gesture, while an important element in the vo-
ties, artist , professors and pro- the dancer must achieve her effects cabulary of the dance. 
fessional writers-such as William through the medium of her own Much more elaborate figures 
Saroyan and William Carlos Wil- body. She has an advantage, how- occur in the Bach B Minor Suite 
Iiams. ever in that she deals ·with actual No. 2. Kaleidoscopic and contra-
The sum result of such diversity spac~ and time, elements which the puntal patterns de-velop so i·apidly 
is enough to challeng·e t he interest painter with his static medium that .the slow blinking of an eye 
of any person-however placid. on a ft.at canvas can only suggest. may obscure a delightful relatiou-
One has the feeling -that the Like the movements of the Wolf, ship. 
editors will not be afraid to pub- those of Peter (Deborah Barron) Unfortunateiy dance composi-
Jish whatever they see as good, deserve analysis, although· they tions are seldom repeated. I recaH 
without too much regard for what seem at first glance unstudied, and many beautiful ones designed by 
might be the tactless, the rebel- naive. They, too, were selected, undergraduates of recent years. 
Jious, even the apparently screwy. simplified, and stylized. Otherwise Will it never be possible to see 
And it is quite likely that the they would not sugg·est to the au- them again? Probably not, yet, 
the opinions of two different dience that very naivete which is 
writers on the same subject in the appropriate to the o.ge and per-
same issue will present vigorously sonality of Peter. 




conflicting ideas. (Compare Chi- The struggle between Peter and 
cagC': A Fu'ture Art Center?" by the Wolf, a high point in the 
Charles Biedermann, a constructiv- choreography, consists in opposi-
ist, and The Persistence of Folk by tional movements which are fa-
Ulyse.ss Lee.) No matter what one miliar to any student of painting. :h~:~. at~;/;hurs., Mai·ch Elv;s~ :: :::f 
chooses to read- whether a stream In its essence, conflict will almost March 19 _ 20 _ 21 
of consciousness effect of a story inevitably be expressed through March 2~ - 24 - 25 • 26 
or an article protesting against the linear oppositions. When these 
"offensive officialdom" of educa- occur in several planes, as in the 
tional institutions; one is bound to present dance, an added richness 
be enlivened. , results. 
The bulk of the wol'k seems to 1 The humor of the Satiric Polka 
me to be sincere and intelligent if a (choreographed by Camilla Adams) 
bit brittle. Perhaps the whole tends rests largely upon the superposi-
towards the intellectual and the tion of entirely different styles of 
complex a bit n5o much, though movement, the one restrained, af-
here and there this concentration fected, suggestive of a more <le-
is relieved by something not so corous and perhaps less sincere era 
striking but more lyric and simple. than the present, t he other bold, 
The first 2 issues of Trend are extended, emphatic, highly stylized. 
on exhibition on the Review Board. Sometimes a single gesture be-
• STAGE • 
"Louisiana. Purchase" with William Gaxton, Victor 
Moore, Zorina 
" Tobacco Road" 
"Hellzapoppin" 
"Watch on the Rhine" 





"The Rivals" this week only BOSTON OPERA HOUSE 
Metropolitan Opera thxough March 28 
METROPOLITAN MOVIE HOUSE 
IN PROSPECT 
"Claudia" tentatively announced fox AprH 13. FIFTH THEATRE 
GUILD PRODUCTION. 
"The Corn is Green" May 4. Final Theatre Guild production. 
Carmen Amaya, sensational Spanish dancer, April 24. 
WELLESLEY THEATRE TICKET AGENCY 
34 Clt11rc.la Street, W.U..ley, MeM. 
()pea Dail7 I te l:IO Tel. W.t. Wll 
Gary Cooper • Barbara tanwyck 
irt 
. "BALL OF FIRE" 
--also--
March of Time's 
"Far East Command" 
Mickey Mouse Cartoon 
ST. GEORGE 
FRAMINGHAM 
Where all the new pictures play 
Sat. and Sun. Continuous 2-11 
Mat. 2, Eve. 6.30, Last show 8 
NOW PLAYING 
Cory Gront - Joon Fontoine 
"SUSPICION" 
Andrews Sisters in 
"WHAT'S COOKING'' 
ENTIRE WEEK STARTING 
in 
SUNDAY, MARCH 22 
"How Green Was My Valley"-
The Academy Award Winner-ls 
One of the Greatest Entertain-
ments in Screen History 
Walter Pidgeon 
Maureen O'Hara 
Donald Crisp Anna Lee 
in 
RICHARD LLEWELLYN'S 
"HOW GREEN WAS 
MY VALLEY" 
Screeu Timetable 
"How Green ~'as My Valley'' 
S un. & Sat. at 3.00-6.00-9.00 
Mon.·Fri. at 3.00-6.30-9.30 
Varied Types Slw·wn At Radio Columnist Says 
The Art Museum Exhibit 
Writers Need New Ideas 
The Wellesley College A1·t Mus- Miss PrisciJla Fortesque author 
eum is currently harboring the an-
nual exhibit of the Wellesley So-
. ciety of Artists. Although many 
different subjects are repre ented, 
and mediums range from oils to 
SCl;Jlpture, the general calibre of 
the work is unfortunately uniform. 
Few of the works show originality 
in point of view or style, and for 
the most part those that do seem 
merely affected or bizarre. ' 
When placed next to the pedes-
trian watercolors in this exhibit 
the quality of Miss Ag-nes Abbot's 
work (exhibited he1·e recently) be-
comes unmistakable. "Cemete1·y at 
Night" is unusual in its subject 
and its composition of the dark 
cemetery in the foreground and 
the bright strip Qf neon lights be-
hind. Yet there is nothing awk-
ward or jarring in this contrast 
as Miss Abbot has painted it. If 
anyone failed to appreciate Agnes 
Abbott's earlier show in t he Welles-
,ley Museum a glimpse of this 
water color in its new su1Tound-
in.gs may prove more convincing. 
Not that all the other water 
colors are entirely dull. John 
Brainerd's "Thing·s Eternal" is an 
effective piece, with a better 
handling of paint than many. 
(Continued o~ Page 7, Col. 2) 
COLONIAL 
Na*'-. Mua. Te.I. . .Nat. 17H 
.Matiaees at i Jl: ·u•l•r• at ; : U 
SundaJ·s Co•tl••o•• 4' • 11 
'f'ltll rs.·Fri.·Sa t. March 19-IH 
.o. Fairbanks Jr. • Akim 'J'11111ll'off 
"THE constCA .- RRO 'l'HEJt8" 
l3011lta Grain· ilte • :Ray Mcl)on11l1t 
"DOWX lK SAK DIEGO" 
"C'ol'S ican Bros." 011 Screen nt :l:J.:; 
RJHl 9. "Down In 81111 ])Jego" at 
2 and 7:4.;. 
~un . -Mo11.·T1H'8.·)Yed. l\rnr. ~2 ·2 9 
:Robert Taylor • J,ana 'r urner 
",JQHXXr EAl>"E R" 
A ndr·ews Sistt-r s 
'\\' oody Hf'rmnn anil Orcl1. 
"'\\. lIA'l" , COOK£K'" 
of "Good Morning Ladies," 
a column broadcast by station 
WEEI, spoke about the various 
angles of her work at a script-
writing talk held in Shakespeare 
Society house Thursday, March 12. 
Miss Fortesque talked about her 
own start in radio, when she pre-
sented he1·self to a :radio exe<:~ 
tive with the idea of interviewing 
career women, and other people , 
who would ' be of interest to houtse-
wiYes. She explained that to "get 
started" in script writing, one 
must ·begin at the bottom, being 
sure to have definite ideas as te 
what one can contribute to radio. 
The selection of material, MiM!l 
Fol'tesque said, is of utmo t im-
portance in script-writing, and 
added that fan mail was a g;ood 
indication as to whether or not 
this mate1·ial had "1istener intel'-
was fol'tunate in having an audi-
The diffel'ence between com me:r-
ence of a high caliber to play to. 
cial p1·ograms, that is, programs 
hav_ing an advertising sponsor, and 
"sustaining" programs, those run 
exclusively by the station, was e:a-
plained. 
Circle Theatre iC * * 
Cleveland Circle - BrookJioe 
L<>N. t040 - Free P 1ukift:: - 300 Car! 
Start• Fri., Mar, 20 for 7 Oay11 
Return showing demanded by 
popular request. Your lost op-
portunity to see the Academy 
Award Winner of 1 941 here! 
Don't dare miss it under any cir-
cumstance! 
GARY COOPER irt 
"SERGEANT YORK" 
tcith 
Joa1\ Leslie - Walter Brennan 
-plu•-
Eddie Cantor - Al Joi on 
in 
"MINSTREL DAYS" 
Selected Short Subjects 
--ako--









"ONE FOR THE BOOK" 
Todoy'• speed-up at school ond tomorrow's great P6"' 
vod ing question -mark entitle you to on " oll-out", 
completely reloxing, unforgettob'le spring vo~otion This 
ye<ir. And that is the lcind we ho.,,e in store for yow 
at the South 's largest oceonfront re.ort-estote. It is • 
fi rond " hou1eporty" ;,. Florida's golden · sunahiM, 
'plonned by college pt'ople for college students-tl.e 
INTER· COLLEGE SPRING PARTY 
WHENEVER YOU CAN COME 
FROM MARCH 16 TO MAY 1 
There'll .be swimMing, golf (no green fe~s), tennis, wrl 
fishing, ~her sports ..• doncing, parties, floor tkow«. 
~nlight boot rid.s, bec>eh dinners and " aide trip1H. 
Your own tort of crowd will be there helping Things 
olong. The special role of $10 per doy per p.rson 
includes everything ·- N>Om, lfteols ond all t+ie 
romance ond fun you con po<~ ir1to a few long-to-be· 
remembered doys in a wn-blett..d tfopic porodisit 
beside ~ Gulf Streom. 
Tolle it OYer wiih Dad ttflcl Mt>ther, and your friendt. 
S.. yovr .,._, 09e"t - ., write todoy for · tletcHlt. 
<;?i:. ' •, (,. 'L 
HOLLYWOOD BEACH HOTEL 
• - MOLL'VWOOO 
CJltll:ATll:8T aHOWP'LACK" 
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS, MARCH 19, 1942 
Art Students May Observe Rare 
Polyclitan Statue In Farnsworth 
by Mary Elizabeth Edes 
Art 101 students spending hours 
h pensive observation of the pho-
tographs under the pipes in their 
gceen walled study room are al-
ways happy to learn that there is 
tln opportunity to study a frag-
ment of the glory that was Greeee 
first hand in the Farnsworth Mu-
seum._ Here, right on campus,_ y.:>u 
ean observe a real Polyclitan fig-
nre. The statue, that of a youth, 
stands in a prominent central posi-
tion in the museum, and although 
it has suffered much from weath-
ering, time has not been able to 
dim its fundamental beauty. 
Weathering, however, is responsi-
ble for the soft brown tint of the 
fine grained marble but the' orig-
inal surface is preserved over much 
of the statue. 
The athletic figure which is 
about 4 feet 3 inches high, was 
purchased for Wellesley in 1905 
from the M. Day Kimball Memo-
rial Fund, and it is the gift of 
Miss Hannah Parker Kimball. The 
arms and legs have long since van-
ished and until recently, there were 
only two torsos of this type with 
Chairman Announces 
Conference Delegates 
Barbara Lippman '42~ Chairman 
Df the Intercollegiate Conference 
marked Polyclitan characteristics 
still in possession of theit' heads 
-one is in the Vatican, and the 
other is this one at home in the 
Art Building. Now, howeve1', 
doubts have arisen as to wh.ether 
the head of this statue belongs 
with this particular body, and the 
head has been removed for study 
until experts can discover, if pos-
sible, whether or not the head is 
with its proper owner. Although 
the statue is often referred to cas-
ually as ''Polyclitus" by apprecia-
tive but unexacting young artists 
as they pass through the museum, 
it actually belongs to a series of 
Polyclitan figures classified by 
Furtwangler as The Athlete Stand-
ing in Repose. 
So journey upstairs, all you who 
are following the ancient Greeks 
via the ways of 101. Leave your 
photographs and picture books, and 
view the art of your heroes as it 
exists in its Wellesley setting. You 
won't even have to board the Fram-
ingham local, and you never can 
tell, you may find "Polyclitus" on 
a spot slide comes the next exam! 
Students Will Contest 
March 30 in Finals For 
Davenport Speech Prize 
Finals for the contest for the 
to be held on this campus March Davenport Prize in speech will be 
rl and 28, has announ~ed Welles- held on Monday, March 30, in 444 
ley's delegates. These students Green at 4 :40 p.m. Students par-
"1ll be prepared to participate in 
the round table discussions, the 
wbjects of which will have bear-
ing on the theme of the Confer-
ence, "The Impact of the War on 
the Citizen." 
The following were selected as 
delegates after tryouts: Alice Hor-
ton '45, Sally Ernst '44, Henrietta 
Freed '43, Anne Noland '44, Nora 
Byan '44, Beth Ellison '42, Marion 
Jonap '43, Ruth Thomas '43, Betty 
Burns '43, Phyllis Meyerhoff '43, 
Betty Fanck '42, Anita Schrier 
"'2, Kay Woodson '43, Doris Levy 
~4, Joa~ Dawkins '44, Josephine 
Morton '42, Joan Daven~ort '44, 
Deborah Barron '43, Shirley .Green 
11113, Tinka Derecktor '45. 
ticipating will be Joan Davis '43, 
Jean Edmunds '43, Virginia H. 
Hinch '42, Marguerite Starr '43, 
and Margaret S. Winslow '43. 
Each student will read a portion 
of Man, by Leonid N. Andreyer, and 
and give a very brief extempore 
speech. 
The selections that have been 
assigned are: scene from The Life 
of Man, by Leonid N. Andreyer, 
and The Phoenix, by Hermann 
Hagedorn. Dr. Marston Balch from 
the Department of Drama and 
Speech, Tufts College, will assist 
the Speech Department in judging. 
'fhe puqlic is cordially invited. 
DINE and DANCE 
"1t"1t=1MMMMC-SHMHH!' 
GOOD FOOD •• 
Tastefully prepared and tempt-
ingly served in a cheerful, in-
viting atmosphere 
"Where Men Enjor Dini.,.." 




and His Subtle Swing 
Orchestra 
Full Course 
Dinners • • from $I 
DURGIN-PARK MARKET DINING ROOMS 
F ~r Over 65 Y ear• - R eal Y ankee Cooking 
Noon-50c-75c Evening- 75c-$ 1.20 
STtAK - CHOPS - LOBSTER - CHICKEN 
30 N. MARKET ST. Below Faneuil Hall 
T el. CAP. 2038 
Open l O:st A. M. • !:30 P. M. 
BOSTON 
Phi Beta Kappa Elects 
Madame Chiang Kai-shek 
(Continued from Pa.ge 1, Col. 9) 
Dr. Lisa Meitner of a way to split 
atoms, to the possible importance 
of seemingly insignificant things 
in the advancement of truth. 
Miss Helen S. French, Professor 
of Chemistry ·at Wellesley College 
and President of the Eta of Mas-
sachusetts Chapter of Phi Beta 
Kappa, announced that the follow-
ing Seniors had been elected to the 
Eta Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa: 
Helen R. Ades, Alice D. Bacon, 
Gloria E. Bosetti, M. Cicely 
Church, Dorothy C. Dann, I. 
Blanche De Puy, Jane M. Fay, Ann 
S. Hamilton, Sally F. Hayes, :Sllen 
F. .Holman, Louise H. Ormond, 
Marianne B. Riegner, Beatrice S. 
Shenker, Alice W. Shepard, Kath-
erine Sprunt, Eleanor R. Webster, 
Elizabeth A. White, and Marjorie 
J. R. Wiley. 
The Society of Sigma Xi an-
nounced the following undergrad-
uate elections. Suzanne Hayward, 
Dorothy S. Jacobs, Dorothea Jame-
son, Sue Gray Norton, Louise H. 
Ormond, Marjorie R. Schooley, and 
Katherine Sprunt. 
Graduate Scholarships, on rec-
ommendation of the Committee on 
Graduate Instruction, were award-
ed to Miriam Lashley '42, who 
wishes to attend the Yale Law 
School and hopes eventually . to se-
cure a position in the Federal Ser-
vice, and to Suzanne Hayward '42, 
who wishes to do medical work 
connected with defense and has al-
ready been accepted at the Med-
ical School of the University of 
Virginia. The first alternate is 
Ruth A. Weigle '42 who wishes 
to study at the Yale Divinity 
School in preparation for work in 
religious education or college 
teaching. The second alternate is 
Rosalie Goldstein '42, who looks 
forward to graduate work in which 
she will continue her study of 
seventeenth-century literature with 
an investigation of cabbalistic in-
fluences to be studied through the 
Hebrew sources. 
The announcement was also 
made of the Senior and Junior 
Durant and Wellesley Scholars. 
Durant Scholars of the class of 
1942 are: Helen R. Ades, Amy K. 
Benedict, Gloria R. Bosetti, Betty 
J. Briggs, M. Cicely Church, Doro-
thy C. Dann, I. Blanche DePuy, 
Jane M. Fay, Suzanne Hayward, 
Mariko Ishiguro, Dorothy S. Ja-
cobs, Miriam Lashley, Sue Gray 
Norton, Louise H. Ormond, Mar-
garet I. Pfau, Marianne B. Rieg-
ner, Marjorie R. Schooley, Bea-
trice Shenker, Alice W. Shepard, 
Katherine Sprunt, Eleanor R. Web-
ster, and Ruth A. Weigle. Durant 
Scholars from the class of 1943 
are: Margaret Bowen, Mary F. 
Buck, Barbara J. Chapman, Jean 
Goodman, Helen P. Herzberg, Mar-
jorie J. Kemke, Carolyn B. Mari-
hugh, Marjorie S. M;verberg, Ger-
trude W. Perkins, Dorothy W. 
Walbridge, Elizabeth H. W ether-
ell, ' Margaret L. Williams, and 
Theresa Zezzos. 
Senior Wellesley Scholars are 
Alice D. Bacon, Nancy E. B. Bull, 
Jane E. Carruthers, Miriam 1\1. 
Cher in, Elizabeth W. Colby, Kath-
erine H. Coon, Marjorie H. Curts, 





1. Does not tot dretae1 or me• '• 
sltircs. Doea o.ot irrirate 1kia. 
2 . No waiting to dry. Can t.e 
used right after sltuing. 
3. Instantly 1top1 peupiratioa 
for 1 to 3 days. llemon1 odor 
from perspiration. 
4. A. pure, white, greas eless, 
srainlesa vanishing cream. 
S. Arrid has been awarded the 
Appron l Seal of the American 
lo3titurc of launderin~ for 
bein1 harmless to fabncs. 
A1'rid i • the LAJlGU'I' BSLLIN• 
.DEODOUNT. Try a ju to4iay! 
&BBID 
Forum, C. A. Lay Plans 
For Summer A~tivities 
In keeping with the all-college 
plans to use the summer vacatiOJ'\ 
period to the best advantage, the 
Personnel Section of Forum and 
the Christian Ass.ociation sponsor-
ed an open tea for the purpose of 
discussing "You and Your Summer 
Job," at Agora, Wednesday, March 
18, at 4:15 p.m. 
Although she believes that 
spring job-hunting wi1l be difficult, 
Mr~. Isabella Stephens, Instructor 
} in Education, forsees probable 
farm and factory opportunities 
which will be open to women look-
ing for hard work next summer. 
Projects like that of the Vermont 
Volunteer Labor· Corps, which is 
organizing college students to go 
to work on the farms at soldier's 
Mary Wolfenden '43, elected last pay of $21 a month, will be anx-
w~ek to the Editorship of News. ious for women's services. Mrs. 
Stephens suggested working where 
Marian Anderson Gives you can live at home in preference 
to trying to go to Washington or 
Final Concert of Year to other overcrowded sections. 
The final recital of the year in Since food will help win the war 
the Wellesley Concert Series was and is vital for the peace, we 
given by Marian Anderson, distin- should not be afraid to see work 
guished American contralto, Tues- in a vegetable garden or in a dairy 
day evening, March 17, before a as important for the country. 
large and enthusiastic audience in Following Mrs. Stephens' ad-
Alumnae Hall. Miss Anderson's dress, Miss Ruth Houghton, Direc-
program included operatic and con- tor of the Placement Bureau, fur.-
cert selections, and a group of ther developed the subject of the 
Negro spirituals, for whose inter- practical experience a college girl 
pretation the artist is noted. can gain from her summer job. In 
recounting the types of work open 
Rosalie I. Goldstein, Marjorie B. to young women, she told about the 
Goodwin, Louise Greff, Muriel L. amounts of pay and the value to 
Hamant, Ann s~ Hamilton, Sally further work in the fields . 
F. Hayes, Ellen F. Holman, Pa- As a preliminary to church work, 
tricia Lambert, Eileen A. Loo, 
Louise c. Martien, Jean M. Mon- Miss Houghton suggested teaching 
tague, Elizabeth M. Porter, Sole- in a daily Bible school, counseling 
dad Salinas, Anita R. Schrier, Vir- in a settlement camp or in a set-
gmia B. Simpson, Martha L. tlement house, or j9ining a Quaker 
Strassburger, Elizabeth A. White, )"Ork camp. 
Marjorie J. R. Wiley, Esther D. Girls who want experience in the 
Wilkins, and Marion A. Winter. social field may apply for the New 
Junior Wellesley Scholars are England Junior month or summer 
J L laboratory, or may get a job or vol-Martha R. B. Adams, ane . Ar- . 1 . . . mor, Mary L. Bensley, Clara E. unteer at some. socia mstitubon. 
Bettes, Frances R. Brezner, Peggy . . For a teachmg ca:e:r, counsel-
Briggs, Margaret M. de Le Vin, mg at camp, orgamzmg a lo.cal 
Margaret A. Falconer, Eleanor M. play group or day ~amp, or gomg 
Hanson, Dorothea w. Harvey, Car- to s~mmer school will be valuable. 
olyn E. Johnson, Marion J. Jonap, Miss. Hou.ghton wen~ on to. ~ay 
Mary p Judd Susannah Keith that gi.rls mterested m medicme 
Margaret E. Kershaw, Margaret ~nd sci;ntific res~arch should get a 
A. Knappen, Marie E. Leonards, JOb, p.a:d o'r unpaid, as a.laboratory 
Shirley E. Letts, Laura L. Mac- technician or as .a'? assistant to a 
Gillivray, Julia B. Marshall, Ruth laboratory. techm.C1an. 
A. Netzorg, Emily K. Platt, Jean Prospective writers sh?uld work 
L Potter Claire A. Richter Mil- for a newspaper, magazme, trade 
d~ed J. Rosenberg, Margar~t W. journ~l, or .house ~r~an in any 
Skillman, Betty A. Spiehler, Fran- capacity, write pubhc1t~ fo1: any 
cesca L. Vida-le. cause or group they believe m, or 
The following members of the go to a summer writing school. 
class of 1942 were elected mem- An understanding of labor rela-
bers of t he Eta Chapter of Phi tions can be found by att_ending 
Beta Kappa in September 1941: the ~Iud~on Shore Labor School, 
Amy K. Benedict, Jane E. Denton, workmg m a factory, or by serv-
Rosalie I. Goldstein, Suzanne Hay- ing in a personnel department or in 
ward, Mariko Ishiguro, Dorothy S. an employment agency. 
Jacobs, Miriam Lashley, Sue G. In conclusion, Miss ~o.ughton 
Norton, Margaret I. Pfau, Marjorie enumer~te~ the opp~rtumties for 
R. Schooley, Ruth A. Weigle. girls w1shmg a business career: 
The Alice Freeman Palmer Fel- secretar_ial or other office work, 
lowship was awarded by the Fae- selling in a college shop, or learn-
ulty of Wellesley College to Esther ing typing and shorthand. 
M. Gordon, A.B. Vassar College, After the two principle speeches, 
1939. As a candidate for the doc- several students spoke and answer-
tor's degree, she proposes as her ed questions about summer experi-
thesis subject: "English Elements ences they had. Among the stu-
in the Iconography of Fr~nch dents who took part are Miriam 
Painting from 1789 to 1815." Lashley '42, Alathena Smith '42, 
The Fanny Bullock Workman Elspeth Cahill '42, Nancy Wescott 
Fellowship was awarded to Frances '42, Ruth Netzorg '43, Gertrude 
Eldredge, B.A., Wellesley College, Kingdon '44, Valerie Boisseau '44, 
1932, M.A., Tufts College, 1934. and Vicky Kassor '44. They 
Her dissertation will be on some told about the Hudson Shore Labor 
aspect of the relationship of crit- School, Social Work, Travelers' 
ical theory and literary practice Aid, Wellesley Summer Institute, 
in seventeenth century English lit- International Living, Summer 
erature. Work with the Quakers, and Work 
The Faculty also - awarded the Camps. 
Ann Louise Barrett Fellowship to 
Edith M. Roberts, B.A., Wellesley Mrs. Robinson Comments 
College, 1941, with departmental 
honors in music. The Horton-Hal- On Peter and the Wolf 
lowell Fellowship, in the gift of 
the Alumnae Association, was (Continued from Page 5, Col. 3) 
awarded to Helen W. Deane, B.A., 
Wellesley College, 1938; A.M., 
Brown University, 1940. 
LAURA STEVENS 
add a lit tle dash 
to your spring days-
and smart and gay in 
selecting something fresh 
the travel-wise and 
vacat ion-minded clothes 
CLOTHES FOR ALL 
OCCASIONS 
83 Central ft. Wellesley 
like music, a dance needs to be 
performed over and over in order 
that an audience may become fa-
miliar with its formal elements. 
Certainly no one wnuld expect to 
appreciate at first hearing or at 
first glance a musical composition 
e>r a painting, and it is equally dif-
ficult to comprehend the- form and 
content of this subtle medium. 
Watcla• and E1e1lasses 
Repaired 
We also fill 
Prescriptions for Eyeglass• 
HOMER'S 
81 CENTRA.L STREET 
Hello everyone: 
We heard the geese on Lake 
Waban this week. We saw the 
birds in the air. So you can't cheat 
the calendar no matter what. And 
according to the calendar, it's high 
time we dashed down to the 
"Vil" to get the last minute dope 
on things. So let's go. We're off 
on another trip around the "Vil." 
P lanted Facts 
RICE'S has the loveliest little 
flowering plants! And you should 
see the clever vases they come in-
anything from cream-colored pot-
tery baskets to little aqua deer. 
A bunch of · shy primroses is only 
$.5-0. It's truly a nosegay to make 
your heart gay. 
Cotton Capers 
It's cotton time in the South. 
But the Sou th .has nothing on 
GROSS STRAUSS. We've found 
here a new shipment of darling 
cotton dresses strictly "pour vous." 
We all know we have to have spry 
cottons for the super days of 
spring vacation. GROSS STRAUSS 
has the neatest two-pieee suits in 
striped ticking for $10.95. Then 
there are ticking dresses in red or 
blue for only $8.95. And if you 
hate the thought of hard ironing, 
you'll fa11 for the two-piece seer-
sucker dresses. They are smooth 
ironing and smooth looking at 
$8.95. So come one, come all, get 
on the ball-and see these cotton 
delectables. 
Be Original 
Throw away your old line. It's 
stale. Get a new sparkle into 
your letters. "A little static from" 
or "A few quacks by" start off 
your letter pertly. HUNTER'S 
have the Rytex Chatter-Box sta-
tionery that's headed with such 
ciever motifs. The price is $1. 
On the Records 
Do you know what's recorded? 
Do you know the records worth 
buying and why? The MUSIC 
BOX has books on this very sub-
ject. David Hall's Gui.de To Re-
corded M1lsic and Kolodin's Guide 
To Recorded Music are both ex-
cellent. The Jazz Record Book by 
Smith and Durrell keeps you defi-
nitely "in" on swing. The V~ctot' 
Book of Symphony and The Victor 
Book of Opera always make grand 
gifts. And now's a very appro-
priate time with the opera season 
just opening in Boston. 
Hathaway House 
You'll definitely be missing 
something if you fail to read 
Tiu Moon Is Down. It's a short 
novel by John Steinbeck. The 
heart of the book lies in the psy-
chological clash of the conquered 
with the unconquered. Steinbeck 
doesn't mention names of the 
countries. But one can't fail to 
recognize the analogy to the pres-
ent day situation of certain lands. 
HATHAWAY HOUSE also fea-
tures Antoine de Saint-Exupery's 
new book, Flight To Arras-in 
either French or English. 
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis B. Knapp, 
formerly of Wellesley, Massa-
chusetts, have opened their 
Harris Hill home as a guest 
and rest house. Delightful for 
overnight, week-end visit, or 
permanent home_ 
Good food .graciously served 
Two hours fro~ Boston 
Telephone Penacook 184 
30 TREMONT STREET 
HARRIS HILL 
PENACOOK, .. - - - N. H. 
WELLESLEY COJ_,LECE NE'\Vs, WAJfCH !9, T9n 
Art Museum Exhibit 
Displays Vari~d Types 
(Continued from Page 5, Col. 4) 
Sam Charles' "Road to Cande-
bec" stands out equally above 
the rest of the oils, for his com-
position is very satisfying, and his 
colors are resillent and well or-
ganized if a little too gay for the 
soberness of the composition itself. 
Although the subject is far from 
unusual one feels that here at last 
is the mark of a distinct person-
ality, not consciously cultivating 
a style or obviously seeking to 
catch the eye. 
Finally, there is the sculpture. 
Perhaps it is more difficult to be 
original · in this medium without 
becoming bizarre. For the only 
piece of any consequence seems to 
be Sam Cutler'3 basalt figure. This 
is not so much original as it is 
pleasingly familiar. The compact 
form is full of lines both relaxed 
ani. flowing, and angular. Yet in 
spite of this incongruity, the piece 
is not . entirely unsuccessful. 
As for the other works, in sculp-
ture or in paint, the less said the 
better. 
J. R. '43 
Wanted 
WANTED - used bicycles. Here's 
your chance to get «>me money, 
girls. Sell your used bikes to 
CORKUM'S HARDWARE STORE. 
To telephone about it, call Wel. 
1046 or Wel. 1047. 
Blazer Bound 
You're blazer hunting? Well, 
you'll find what you're looking for 
at HILL AND DALE. Here are 
blazer suits in cheery red, dark 
blue, maroon, camel and brown. 
The blazers are from $10.95 to 
$13;95. Each blazer is smartly 
bound in white. You'll have a 
matching skirt for only $6.95. The 
suits may be ordered in any size 
or color. 
Eton caps of soft fine wool make 
you fee 1 casually collegiate. 
They're so wonderful to toss atop 
your curls with delightful nonchal-
ance! The caps are $1.59. Ex-
ample colors are soft grey, red, 
and camel. 
Taxi-nomicaHy Speaking 
Grace Notes Forum S peakers Include 
Carmichael, T . H. Eliot 
Carl Weinrich, organist and • 
member of the Wellesley Music (Continued from Page 1, Col. 1) 
Department faculty, presented. a 
recital in Houghton Memorial 
Chapel Wednesday evening, March 
11. Two composers were rep7e-
sented on the program which m-
Professor Zechariah Chafee of 
the H a rvard Law School and Con-
gressman Thomas H. Eliot from 
Massachusetts will lead the discus-
cluded selections from the Third sion on "The Effect of the War on 
part of the Clavierubung by J?-
bann SebasJ;ian Bach and Fu.gu~ m 
Eby Hubert Weldon Lamb, AsslSt-
ant Professor of Music at Welles-
ley. The Thi!'d section of the 
C1avie1·ubung opens with a P1·e-
lude in E fiat major and is further 
comprised of Chorale Preludes bas-
ed upon hymns from the cate~hism . 
It concludes with a Fugue m the 
Prelude key and the whole forms a 
kind of Protestant Mass for organ. 
Mr Weinrich offered the Prelude 
and eight of the Chorales with 
both of the Bach versions to each 
hymn in most cases. 
In magnifice"nt contrast to the 
ha1·monic counterpoint of J. S. 
Bach, Mr. Lamb's Fugue gave us 
an opportunity to sample the twen-
tieth century ideal in contrapuntal 
writing. The most striking fea-
ture of the fugue, however, is its 
exhaustive use of the facilities 
offered by the organ. Mr. Lamb 
shows that he has a thorough and 
exceptionally keen and imagina-
tive knowledge of the instrument's 
possibilities. It appeared almost 
as though he had started out with 
the idea not of writing a fugue, 
but simply of writing for organ. 
Th~ fugue itself i~ evid~ntly 
comprised of three mam sections. 
For a subject, the composer made 
use of a line of ascending thirds 
beautifully adapted to fugal devel-
opment. In the first sectio1: the 
subject is naturally and simply 
presented--eovering ,a wide ra~ge 
over the instr ument. The spacmg 
of voices in this section is re-
markable and quite removed from 
the usual organ technique. The 
second and third sections present 
the subject in increasingly compli-
cated forms in settings of a grad-
ually more complex natur e. Fol-
lowing the normal fugal procedure, 
the fugue builds constant ly tow-
ards its tremen dous climax on the 
final chord. The tension is never 
Freedom of Speech." Forum ex-
pects an additional representative 
from a newspaper to discuss 
newspaper censorship. 
The panel on "The Effect of the 
War on Your Job Possibilities" 
will be led by President Carmichael 
of Tufts, who is heading a commit-
tee preparing fhe "National Roster 
on Youth Employment,'' and by 
Miss Stedman of the Radcliffe 
Placement Office. An additional 
speaker is expected to represent 
governmental agencies for em-
. ployruent. 
A list of similarly distinguished 
names has been assembled for th~ 
Symposium discussion, beginning 
at 2 :00 p. m. Saturday afternoon, 
March 28 in the Faculty Tea Room 
in Green Hall. The first discussion 
on "Our Changing Democracy" 
will be . led by Professor Talcott 
Parsons of the Sociology Depart-
ment at Harvard. Discussions of 
the effect of the war on labor will 
be led by John Dunlop of the Eco-
nomics Department at Harvard, the 
effect on our dwrnging political pat-
terns by Professor Arthur Mac-
Mahon of Columbia, the effect on 
the farmer by Quentin Reynolds of. 
the Eastern States Cooperative 
League, and the effect on busi-
ness and on the endowed college by 
speakers to be announced later. 
In all of these discussions the 
listeners are encouraged to partici-
pate and a re privileged to move 
from one to another. Tickets are 
not needed for any of the panel or 
symposium discussions. 
Part of the feeling of tension is 
un doubtedly the r esult of the tonal 
pattern which or iginates in the 
Twentieth century style with 
which we are not yet ·at ease. 
G. T. '42 
' Fr eshmen P ick Beauty 
And Wit for Tree ~ 
T he Freshmen elected H~ 
Marchese of Eliot as their Trett 
Day Mistress and Lucille Pete11sora 
of Washingtton Annex as Reeeiveir 
of the Spade at their class me., 
ing at Pendleton Hall Thursda., 
March 12. The other competito.119 
for Tree Day Mistress were EU.. 
abeth Benson, Sidney Burke, Bet~ 
Ann Childs, Dorcas Davis, Carol 
Eikner, Mary Marchant, Eileen 
McGuire, Nancy Penn, and Ruth 
Rowbotham. Those who tried o• 
for Receiver of the Spade include 
Elizabeth Apollonio, Barbara Bue• 
ley Ann Colcord, Marguerite Co• 
roy, Winifred Herman, Elizabetla 
Jones, Eleanor Kojasser, Ma.y 
Lyons, Patricia Norfleet, Patricia 
Southard, and Nancy Willets. 
Heads of committees for 'tree 
Day are: Music, Dorothy Stempff 
Tree Frances Capron; Cheer, BaP.. 
hara' Whitmore; Motto, Marianne 
Moore· and • Flower, Marjorie 
Wheatley. The Class chose the 
Bachelor Button as class floweJ>.. 





SCHOOL of LAW 
Day Program- Three Years 
Evening Program 
- Four Years 
A mfnlm11m of two yea.rs of eolle~ 
work required for admi slon. 
A limited number of scholar blps 
aTalln.ble to college !l'raduates. 
LL .. B . Degree conferred 
Admtt.s me n and women 
47 Mt. VERNON ST., 
BOSTON 
We want to classify the LE 
BLANC TA XI COMP ANY as a 
"sure thing." Characteristics are 
dependability and courtesy. Its 
special . f eatnre is day and night 
service. So call Wel. 1600 and see 
for yourself. 
relaxed-for even when the Mtual 
sounding of the composition is 
over, the susp ense remains. At the 
same time, however , even at first 
hearing, the fugue is complete. 
Easy to Follow 
ATTRACTIVE 
DOUBLE ROOM 
And so much for this week. by t he n igh t or by the week 
'Bye for now. Mrss Fred Whitehouse 
CAREY BOONE 
--advertisement 
1 SUNSET ROAD 
just off W eston Road 
Wel. 0972-W 
Brides to-be! 
you'll want to know 
"This" a nd "Tha t" 
Our clever jiffy trousseaux for 
Emergency-minded brides. 
Exquisite silk hand ma de bridal 
negligee and lingerie, everyday 
lingerie, teagown, mules, travel 
robe 16 pieces - in 
"This" for $100 
More and more elaborate things in 
"That" for $150 
See .,This" and "That" ~A.4,~'{nc 
at our shop, or at r.. n-o. ..... Bo..e of 8CNMa 
home. Telephone 
WELlesley 3430 
'54 Central St. Wellesley 
Boston· Palm Beach - Hyannis 
-this Arthur M.urray Step 
to Daintiness I 
Whether the music's sweet otl 
swing, you've got to be "sweet ... 
Use Odorono Cream-choice ol 
Arthur Murray dancers. N on-o 
greasy, non-gritty-gei:tle 
Odorono Cream ends perspll'a-
tion annoyance foe 1 to 3 dayal 
Get ajar and hold that partner 
-spellbound! 1~,3~,59'3Uel .t 
(plus tax). 
TBz ()DoROMO Co., ] NC. 
Hsw Yoax. N. Y. 
8 
Calendar 
'J'hur~du,y, :Marclt 19: "8 :15 a .m., 
Ch<11wl. Leader, Rachel arr '42. 3 :40 
p 11< t> ndleton Hall. 1942 C las · meel-it~g." 4 :00 _v.m .• Mary Henien~ay L1ym-
n asi u111 . Indoor Demonstralwn. (De-
p art111Pnt of Hygiene and Physi '? 1. Bd-
u cali0n and Athlet1.., A ssociat ion.) 
•7 ;:;O v.m., Shakespeare House. Mrs. 
:.1a 1·1· Monissett Mullin will s i>eak on 
" L11°11mer "\J\,-ork with the 1!'riends Ser-
vic l.'0111m1tlee," and M r. Dona~d B . 
" W all will speak on "The J•:x:1ler1ment 
h1 ln leniational Living." ( ' hristian 
A ;.;i-:•,<.:iation and Forum .) 8: 0 p.m. , 
R ·1· auon Building, Swimming ? ool . 
' 'Wat r Dances," a Pageant of Syn-
c hrn11n:e tl Swimming. (W elles ley 'ol-
legP ,·wimming Club.) 
Fri(luy, _\larch !liO: • :15 ;t.m., 'hapel. 
L eadPr .Miss Ed I. 4 :iO p.rn., Recrea-
tio11 l3°u\lding. Lecture: "Ch ildre n i n 
W a i " by Dr. Greta Bibring, formerly 
witt1' the Freudian Schools in Vienna 
and London and now a psych - n lY t 
in Hv,.:ton. (D partment oC JO:duc t i::>n.) 
• · ::to l) m., Alumnae Hall. Welle ley 
Coll t!g e Dan e Grou ps and Orch~slr'.1-, 
as:;i;.;l t:> u by Baruswallows D1·amattc 
.Ai"HOC' i<1lion and members of the Har-
vc1nl LJniYersity Orchestra, present 
" l'eL<'r ' and Ui'e Wolf" and a 1>rogra1n 
of rlanL:e compo ition . 
S11tur1tay, :\larch ~1: *8 :la a.m;.i 
Chapel. Leader, ~Hs M · Ct! . •2 :4." 
p .m .. Alumnae Hall. "Pele1· · nd the 
wo1r.· · p:>ee above.) 
:Sun•l11y, :March 22: *11 :00 a.m., 1~e ­
mof'i ,tl l 'hapel. Prea her, D 1·. Julius 
St>e ln• Bixler, The DiYiQily School, 
H :tr":"nl Univer.:ity. •g :00 p.m., M:e-
rn-01·ia I ( 'hapel. . ~hoir Vespers. pro-
gr· 111 of music by the H , r vard G lee 
-Oh1b a ncl the \Velie ley 'h ir. (De-
p a rt m e 11L oc Music .) 
'"" 'lay, Marcb ~3: *8 :15 a.m , C: h ap-
el. L eader, Mias ..McAfee. *8 :00 _P:m., 
Pt' 1111 lelon Hall. Forum on Relig-1 n. 
" ' h 1 i,..t ian C'onvictions oC C: d ," D r . 
R o1> P1·t L. alhoun. 
'l' u P~tltn· , arcl1 :B: *8 :1;; a.rn ., C hap-
1. L e ader Miss Marion 'lark. *8 :00 
p .m ., 1-'e nilleton Ha JI. " 'hr1 l i n ' n-
v1C'Lin11s of Man," r . 'Robert l .. Cal· 
h oun. 
W t'llll tl u;1y, :March 2;;: $8 :15 a.m . . 
Cha )el. Leader, Mrs. Mary . Ewing. 
* ;()II p.ni., Pendleton Hall. "Chn lian 
Con' 1\'l1011;- of Jesu hri!'lt," Dr. ob-
erl 1,. 'alhoun. 
'fhur~da y, )larch !41: • :1a .m., 
C napt> I. Leader, Rose W est arro ll 
'42. :; .-10 p .m., Pendleton Hall. Junio1· 
C lil"s 111 ee ling. 4 :4.0 p .m., P ndleton 
Ha II. l•'reshman Class meeting. 4 :00 
1>.m . F a'c ulty Assembly Ro m, Green 
Hall. Acarlemi ' council. 
ExhibJtlon . 
*Wf'll l:iley ~ollege Art Mus um. 
M rd1 J.j-29. Exhibition of Pa intings 
and S1·ulplur·e by the Wellesley Society 
oC _.\r t i. · t;::. *W Ile l y College Library. 
S oulh H .\11. 'l"hrough Mar h 22. rnx-
llibili 0ll or M:lnU"• ript and Fir l T•~cli­
tion,.: o( \'\' illiam ::Monis. North Hall. 
'l' llt ough _ pril 13. Exhib it ion oC Boc-
ca .. · ·i r>"s vVorks in the \'ern ac ular. ir-
cuh11 i n Hall. Through March. 16. Ji:x-
hihi lio11 oe tiifts of the Friend~ of t h e 
Libr;try, July, 1941, to February, 1942. 
, ,.Otl"" ll lo the publi •. 
, " ,,iona l change in s hedul may 
b e 3 · e rtained by teleph oning the In-
Corm ation Office, W ellesley 032(}. 
~-~ 
r. Pattee Discusse 
J ohs for Translators 
In a lecture addressed to tu-
den ts majo'tmg in languages and 
to other who have a sufficient 
reading knowledge of one or two 
lang·uages to qualify for govern-
ment position , Mr. Richard Pattee 
spoke Wednesday evening, March 
18, in Pendleton Hall. Mr. Pattee, 
Assistant Chief of the Division of 
Cultural Relations of the United 
State Department of State, dis-
cussed "Foreign Languages in ln-
terna tional Cultural Relations.'' 
The greatly increased demand 
for translation in the government 
service has recently brought about 
new interest in the study of mod-
ern languages. The government is 
seeking especially translators o.f 
Pol.'tug·uese, Russian, Japanese, and 
Chine.,,e. The lecture was spon-
$ored by the Col1ege Committee 




.A. <-OJ•Y of "Play 'Fara d " by Noel C w-
r·d lect in Wom e n's Cloak Room, 
fou;·t11 floor of Green H 11, Friday 
morning, March 13. IC found, kindly 
re lul'n to • de Banke, R m 439, 
<irPe n Hall. 
* * "1( VITAL WORK THROUGH 
SECRE1'ARIAL SERVICE 
7 Months' Intensive Training 
for College Graduates 
Prepare to he a private ecre.tary, an 
executive se retary; or au a 1stant to 
l government official, personnel man-
ager, adverti ing executive, accountant, 
office maHager, foreign correspoudent, 
editor, author, buyer, statistician, phy· 
ician, or lawyer. 
* * * Ba ie erretarial training and profes-
sional courses of University grade. 
Degree of B.S. in Commercial Science. 
* * * For college graduates, a residence 
of distinction and new classroom 
huilding, overlooking tlte Charles 
River, ready in September. 
· D.1t. T. LAWRENCE DAVI , Dean 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
r ,.flege of Practical Arts and Letter• 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETT 
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS, MARCH 19, 1942 
Critics Reveal Trials Dr. Calhoun To Presidtt 
Of Deadlines and Art A.t C. A.. Religions Forum 
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2) (Continued from Pa.ge 1, Col. 2) 
one, "One of them is here now." He While Dr. Ca1houn is here he 
was obviously referring to her as will be entertained at dinner in 
she was the only one in the place. Tower Court Monday night, in 
Another time Judith was ve- Munger Tuesday night, and in 
hemently criticizing the picture of Shafer Wednesday night. The 
a well-known artist, and she turn- Biblical History Department has 
ed around to see him standing invited him to lunch on Tuesday 
there. She could only manage' a and President McAfee and the 
Deans will entertain him for lunch 
very weak smile on Wednesday. Biblical History 
Mary "Lib" Edes '44, the other and Philosophy majors, the mem-
drama critic on 'ews, isn't too hers of the Christian Association 
happy about the loss of sleep that Board, and the Major Officers have 
the Tuesday morning deadline been invited to meet Dr. Calhoun 
causes her. "The classic among at a special tea. 
mY experiences as critic is the time The Christian Association would 
I held up the train to Albany." The like the college to be aware of the 
stationman greeted her at the door fact that the Forum on Religion 
and hastily assured her that the this year is quite different from 
train was waiting. "You should the ones that have been held in the 
have seen his face when I told him past few years. The change has 
I wa only going to Wellesley on been made in order to provide an 
the 11 :50,"' Lib laughed. opportunity for the whole college 
Lib also tells of a camera man to hear the speaker instead of 
who annoyed her no end at one limiting his contact to conferences 
play. He evidently was very much with a few students. -Because of 
in love with the leading actress thi change, the only opportunities 
as he applauded wildly her every for discussion will be the period 
entrance and word. provided at the end of each lecture. 
Since the lectures are interrelated, 
tudents are urged to attend them 
as a series. lumnae Notes 
The Forum on Religion is one ~f 
the activities of the Christian As-
Helen Peter'"on '41 to Harold McBdde sociation Wor hip Committee, un-1'~~:;1 ~~~1· ~,~·~o/Iarvard '40, Harvard der the leadership of Rose West 
Bealrice '!' . Roggen '35 to Dr. E u- Carroll '42. F r ances Bates ,'42 is 
ge n Snyder, niver:oily of Pen nsyl- 1. 0 chai·ge of the tea and Margaret 
Engaged 
vania, M G ill rniversity. 
RarTiet Coverda le to l<.:lias Mar ·h, Williams '43 is in charge of pub-
Workshop Will Present 
Play by David Garrick 
In keeping· with the spirit of 
war-time, the Theatre Workship 
wHl replace its usual elaborate pro-
duction in Alumnae Hall with two 
interesting plays to be presented 
May 5 and 6 in the Budget Play-
box in the basement of Founders 
Hall. The plays feature the un-
usual in the drama and have not 
been produced in the United Stales 
College Notes 
Married 
Margaret W . Ward ' '12 lo J!:nsign 
nit-hard 'J'. Powe r, Mi ·higan tate '39, 
lJnive1·s 1ty of 1'khig, n La w 8ch<> I, 
.\fava l Suppl y · 11 00 !. 
Engaged 
Ro ·alind Friedman '44 to Seymour 
, h a lek, Penn ' 44. 
_{abe l T. Be lc her ·42 lo Raymon T. 
Blair, Drew Uni ve rsit~· 'H. 
p1·eviously. They are: "Father * 
Noah" by Geoffrey Whitworth .~nd * 
"A Medley of Lovers" by David 
Garrick. 
The r esult of the tryouts for the 
casts of these plays will be an-
nounced next week. Miss Edith 
M. Smaill will direct. Settings and 
costumes will be designed by Mr. 
Chal'les Rogers. The student staff 
f or the production is: Stage Man-
a"'er Louise Butler '44; Settings, 
Mar{on Nelson '44 and Betty Sam-
uels 44; Costumes, Jean Mark '44; 
Lighting", Betty Kolb; Properties, 
Louise Butler '44. 
COUCH COVERS 
DRAPERIES 
T.hat Lively, Homelike 
Touch 
Mrs. Atkins 








Chooat- r>rinu, 11ripe•, 
or solid c~t>rB. 
Choos.- strictly iaifore I 
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